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Pious divine enemy,
So crooked is your train of thought
You're hollow eyes burn more than the sun
You've seen to many things, come and go
The new and the old, watching them burn
Into a simple, 

State of mind, too far disguised 
You could step up, rise up, only to fall
From the weight of your lies

I had so much faith, but you threw it all away
Condenscending thoughts will swallow you
Swallow you whole

You can say what you want to, 
But you'll never change
I'd give you my all, but you'd just stay the same
I won't sympathize, let's just sever our ties
And head out on our own way

You can preach all you want to, 
But you'll never know
How it feels to be wanted, and able to show
The things that we built up,
That you tried to mess
I watch your vices burn you to the ground 

Yeah, we're fucking at it again
We're calling the shots so make your best move
Or guard your dignity and run away
Guard your dignity you run away

You can say what you want to, 
But you'll never change
I'd give you my all, but you'd just stay the same
I won't sympathize, let's just sever our ties
And head out on our own way

You can preach all you want to, 
But you'll never know
How it feels to be wanted, and able to show
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The things that we built up,
That you tried to mess
I watch your vices burn you to the ground 

They tried to tell me there's never a reason to

Waste away, 
I've been wasting my fucking dreams on you
I'll make it a crime, to be such a hollow waste of life

State of mind, too far disguised
You could step up, rise up
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